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Leventé Barná

Leventé Barná is a player character played by Thekrimsonwulf.

Leventé Barná
Species & Gender: Male Nepleslian

Date of Birth: 20日 1月 YE 13
Organization: Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia - SMDIoN
Occupation: Navy Pilot - Exchange Officer

Rank: Ensign
Current Placement: 17th Strategic Bomber Group "Dragons"

Physical Description

Body Type: Well Built/Athletic
Height: 6'0“
Weight: 185 Lbs.
Skin Color: Light Olive
Eye Color: Blue
Hair Color: Brown
Hairstyle: Short, tight and off the ears, the top of the head has slightly longer hair with a hard part
to the right side.
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His face is scarred down his right cheek and his right eye is a cybernetic replacement, though proud of it.
He asked for the module to fit into the socket, keeping his helmet unmodified. A slim face and hard lines
define his jaw, and a tattoo of various successful campaign names goes down his right arm. A light
amount of stubble can usually be seen, though more of a dark shadow dusting Levent's face, he smells of
a cherry and dark Cavendish tobacco he favors from his rather old if not ancient styled smoking
apparatus. His voice is rough, and low,

Personality

Leventé can be calculated when work is involved, only serious when a mission or his nation is brought up.
Rather relaxed, he is known for being confident to the point of arrogance, though he's yet to be proven
wrong, there is another side, that the confidence masks. The loss of his friend and Gunner Elise,with the
addition of the cybernetics the procedure unfortunately caused him to lose most of the memories of what
happened in his crash, now he receives flashes of detailed if not visceral flashbacks because of it.. A
creature of habit he enjoys staying fit, i.e working out and training in hand to hand combat, for a member
of the DION Navy, some question why he is not with the ground forces anymore. Keeping in shape
primarily through learning various traditions and styles of martial skill, fairly isolated, he can be a bit…
Too honest. Which leads him into trouble.

History

Born on Rok'Veru he moved away shortly before it's fall. Moving to one of many hive cities, in the
imperium, not long after he enlisted into the imperial navy, quickly realising that piloting gave him the
most excitement and adrenaline he'd ever experienced. Leventé began sneaking into training planes,
prior to coming of age for such jobs. An orphan after the fall of Rok'Veru the marines first became his
home, after a failed flight, and subsequent death of his Gunner, and the loss of his right eye. Leventé
requested a transfer to the Navy . Once old enough to properly pilot, he took a liking first to the viper
gunship, then staying with the hammerhead type bomber, causing many major targets to fear the him of
the main plasma weapon systems of his bomber, during the civil war and subsequent rebellions, and
occasional skirmishes. He rose through the ranks, becoming a junior officer prior to his exchange to the
SAoY.

As of the year YE42, on his time aboard the YSS Tokyo, Leventé became a Married man. To a Senti pilot,
and by her customs. They are now together.

Skills Learned

Leventé Barná has the following notable skills:

Nepleslian Military Common Skills
Communications
Fighting
Survival
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Strategy
Vehicles
Starship Operations
Physical

Social Connections

Leventé Barná is connected to: His younger sister Irene. Living in a private condominium funded by her
brother.

Irene Barná (sister)
Betty Arturius (girlfriend)
Louis Fekete
Aliset Sören(wife)

A comrade in arms, turned lover and wife, the red-headed Senti woman, connected quickly with Lev, as
she calls him. Not long after a visit with Aliset's Grandmother did he provide a gift for Aliset of burial
steel, promising to protect her. Forging a new service knife for her. To which she gifted her own blade to
him in return.with that interaction made, they have become husband and wife.

Louis and Irene both were Engaged at one point. Irene Leventé's little sister and current Commanding
officer and Louis a Ganger turned Marine Demolitions expert. After Irene left Louis due to her obligations,
Leventé hadn't heard from either. Since before he left his home town. Louis was a close friend that grew
up with Leventé getting into trouble with him.

Inventory & Finance

Leventé Barná has the following possessions:

Nepleslian Standard Issue Equipment
YE 30 Standard Nepleslian Star Navy Uniform and Nepleslian Dress Uniform (YE 33)
One DIoN Standard Issue Sidearm and Combat Knife
Makeshift Lighter
A Small 6 Stringed Guitar
1 Personal Datajockey.
1 SCS Service Knife1)

Leventé Barná currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by thekrimsonwulf on 03, 21 2020 at 11:56 using the Character Template Form.
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In the case thekrimsonwulf becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Leventé Barná
Character Owner Thekrimsonwulf
Character Status Active Player Character

1)

Originally issued to Aliset Soren
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